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Chapter 3281  

“I‘ve seen quite a lot of arrogant people in my life...”  

“But it‘s my first time seeing someone who actually dared to challenge me!”  

Brady Torres showed a frivolous smile as he glared at Harvey York.  

He even gave Harvey a thumbs–up.  

“I don‘t know whose young master you are…  

“I don‘t know what family you‘re from...  

LE  

“But I can tell you that I have total authority over the entirety of Flutwell!  

“You will kneel before me!  

“No matter who you are!  

“I don‘t have time to play with you!  

“Break every single one of your limbs!  

“Leave the ladies with me for three whole days!  

“I‘ll let you off the hook after that!  

“If you‘re not happy with this arrangement, I’ll give you half 

an hour to call whoever you like!  

“If you manage to scare me off, I‘ll kneel and start calling you ‘Daddy‘!  
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“But if not, then you‘ll have to break your limbs!  

“Do you understand me?!”  

Brady casually lit up a cigar while he talked in an arrogant  

tone.  

It was as if Flutwell was under him...  

And he was the one true king of the city.  

Paula Baker and the others were filled with glee after  

hearing those words.  

They really wanted Harvey to end up like that.  

“Do you want me to break my own limbs?  

“And you want the girls to stay with you for three whole days?  

A cold gaze was showing in Harvey‘s eyes.  

“Who even are you?”  

Brady‘s expression turned icy cold.  

“How dare you talk to me like that, you b*stard?!  

“You won‘t even know how you‘ll die when I get angry!”  

Reina could not stand the sight anymore. She glared 

at Harvey with a disdainful look on her face.  

“How childish can you get, Harvey?!  



“If you don‘t know who Young Master Torres is, just look him up on your damn phone 

already!  

“You‘ll know he‘s not someone you can go against!”  

Brady blew out another puff of smoke.  

“What‘s the point of talking reason to people like that?!” he coldly exclaimed.  

“Deal with him!”  

A few bodyguards stepped forward with wretched smiles after hearing Brady‘s order. Brady‘

s companions also came to surround Harvey.  

Harvey wasted no time dialing a number on his phone before he turned on the speakers.  

Ansel Torres‘ voice could be heard from the other side of the phone.  

“Is there anything else, Sir York?  

“Is Captain Williams still bothering you?  

“I can remove him from his position right now if that‘s the case!”  

Jose Williams‘ face darkened in an instant.  

Brady, who had been acting all high and mighty at that moment, was frozen stiff.  

“That‘s already behind us, Ansel.  

“I‘m dealing with another person right now.  

“His name is Brady Torres.  

“I‘ll ask this for your sake. Is he your family?  

“If so, I‘ll break one of his arms and legs.  



“But if not, I‘ll break every single one of his limbs.”  

Harvey‘s tone was calm, as if he was just talking casually to one of his subordinates.  

Ansel took a deep breath.  

“That b*stard’s my cousin...‘‘  

Harvey nodded before Ansel finished his sentence. He 

took a step forward before kicking Brady to the ground.  

Along with 

the sound of a loud crack, Harvey stomped right onto Brady‘s leg, snapping it in half.  

The crowd was dead silent...  
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“Aaah!”  

Horrible screams of pain could be heard.  

L11  

Brady Torres held his leg while constantly twitching on the ground.  

LLL  

LL  

Paula Baker and the others constantly ridiculing Harvey York were all completely stunned.  

They could not imagine Harvey being this dominant to step on Brady‘s leg when he 

was clearly much more powerful.  

They heard Harvey‘s phone call, but none knew that Ansel Torres, Flutwell Police Station‘s fir

st–in–command was on the other side of the call.  



Brady‘s companions were all enraged at this moment.  

TT  

They were untouchable in Flutwell. They would always be the ones taking 

advantage of people.  

LLL  

Nobody dared to go against them!  

What a joke this was!  

A dozen bodyguards stepped forward, prepared to destroy Harvey and everyone he held de

ar.  

Harvey completely ignored them and calmly glanced at Brady.  

“Are you going to bring your people and leave?  

“Or are you waiting for me to break your legs before you  

do?»  

Harvey‘s words were calm and collected.  

But a dominating aura could be felt between the lines.  

1111  

“Don‘t do it!  

“Don‘t do anything stupid!”  

Brady forced himself to stop twitching for the time being.  

He gritted his teeth as he glared at Harvey.  



“Talk! Who are you?!” he screamed with a hint of fear in  

his tone.  

Brady was in utter disbelief.  

‘My own cousin, Flutwell Police Station‘s first–in command, called this man “Sir York“?  

‘What is going on?!  

“You have no right to know, nor is there a need for you to know.  

“What‘s important is what you did.”  

Harvey crossed his arms and walked forward.  

“I don‘t care if you earn your fortune by sucking your patients dry, but you try to chase us a

way when my woman‘s having her surgery! Do you have no regard for human life?!  

“Not only can you not distinguish right from wrong, but you also want me to break my limb

s and sleep with my woman and sister–in–law!  

“It‘s only natural that I break one of your arms and legs, right?  

“Of course, if you‘re unhappy about this, I can beat you up until you are.”  

Harvey‘s calm words were filled with unspeakable  

authority.  

Nobody thought that Harvey was just bluffing at this point.  

“He‘s crossed the line, Young Master Torres ! He‘s just disrespecting you and your 

entire family!  

Paula did not want to let Harvey go.  

“No matter who he is, we should just deal with him right  



now....”  

She desperately tried to push Brady.  

The others were all showing 

righteous looks after hearing Paula‘s words. They wanted Harvey to be ripped to shreds.  

Before Brady could even say anything, his phone rang.  

His eyes frantically twitched when he saw a name pop up  

on his screen.  

It was not Ansel or Nelson Torres who called him...  

It was the head of the Torres family...  

Colton Torres himself!  

LILI  

Brady frantically trembled while picking up the phone. Colton‘s calm voice could be heard o

n the other side of the phone.  

“I heard you managed to provoke Sir York, Brady.  

“He‘s my savior.  

“He even brought me back to life.  

“Do as you will.”  

Beep beep beep!  

Colton hung up after a simple few words...  

L LILI  



But at this very moment, Brady immediately understood the situation.  
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Brady Torres waved at his companions, signaling them to stop doing anything rash.  

He then sat up straight and looked at Harvey York with a miserable look.  

“Sir York...  

“I‘m sorry. I was wrong...  

“I didn‘t know who you were...?  

‘He apologized?‘  

‘Young Master Torres himself?‘  

Paula Baker and the others almost stumbled to the ground after seeing Brady sincerely 

apologizing while his face had completely lost all color.  

They were shocked. They did not expect that someone like 

that would actually lower his head in front of Harvey.  

Was the loser before them was actually capable after all?  

A single phone call was able to suppress a powerful man  

like Brady?  

TT  

Paula, who thought her support was as tough as nails, felt a little sluggish. She suddenly had

 a bad feeling about the entire situation.  

“Do you understand now?  

Harvey showed a calm look on his face when he stared at  



Brady.  

“But it‘s just not enough.”  

Brady showed a horrible smile on his face after feeling  

Harvey‘s gaze.  

“I‘ll show you my sincerity if you forgive me!  

“I guarantee I‘ll never take advantage of anyone  

anymore!”  

Brady gritted his teeth before furiously slamming his left arm on the ground.  

Crack!  

Brady‘s hand snapped in an instant.  

He had no choice but to do it himself since Harvey wanted an arm and a leg from him.  

–  

If not, it would not be just that if Harvey were to do it instead.  

Harvey completely ignored Brady on the ground and gestured to Rudolph and the others to

 get Mandy out of the hospital.  

There would be someone to deal with Paula and the other hospital staff. That was why Harv

ey could not care less about them either.  

Xynthia patted her chest and straightened her body after entering the hospital‘s parking lot.

  

“That was scary, Brother–In–Law...  

“Are you sure this is fine?  



“Brady‘s from the Torres family, after all!  

“Ansel Torres and Nelson Torres are his cousins!  

1  

“Is it really fine for us to leave after going against him like that?”  

Xynthia was in utter disbelief. In her mind, the  

government‘s second–in–command and Flutwell Police Station‘s first–in–

command were quite prominent figures.  

So, how did Harvey manage to trample on the cousin of those people that easily?  

“It‘s fine. This is nothing,” Harvey calmly replied.  

“I‘ll get your sister to rest in Flutwell People’s Hospital. Rudolph‘s team will be with her. It‘ll a

ll be fine.”  

Lilian Yates showed a peculiar look on her face after catching her breath.  

“Who did you call exactly?  

“You didn‘t call the legendary Elder Torres now, did you?”  

She had been watching the entire situation unfold. After seeing Brady‘s horrified look, she c

ould basically tell who Harvey called.  

“Of course not,” replied Harvey.  

“I only called Ansel.  

“He‘s the director of Flutwell Police Station. It‘s only normal for me to call him before I beat 

Brady up, right?”  

EL  



Lilian felt suspicious. She could not understand how Harvey was able to befriend 

someone like Ansel when he had just arrived in Flutwell.  

A row of Toyota Prados drove over from a distance.  

Soon after, Kayden Balmer could be seen coming out of  

the car.  
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Harvey York called Kayden Balmer and the others here as soon as possible.  

With Kayden‘s order, the group of people from the Hatchet Gang called for an ambulance 

before carefully getting Mandy Zimmer inside.  

Harvey let out a sigh of relief when Mandy and the others were sent off.  

Kayden then walked beside Harvey before he tilted his head down.  

“I have information, Sir York.  

“The people who did this to Mandy is one of the Gang of Six, the Bharata Gang.  

“Obviously, the Bharata Business Council is behind this.  

“It will be a little hard if we‘re going after them.”  

“Hard?” asked Harvey.  

“Since you‘re with me now, you should know that there‘s  

no such thing  

“We can‘t just solve the problem by dealing with a few  

people...  



“Since they‘re coming for me, I don‘t mind erasing their gang from existence.  

Harvey patted Kayden‘s shoulder.  

“Get ready to take over their gang.” 1  

“I‘ll do whatever you say!”  

Kayden felt exhilarated after hearing Harvey‘s words.  

He had been a part of the Gang of Six, but the Hatchet Gang had always been at the bottom

 of the list.  

He was thrilled when Harvey planned to go against the Bharata Gang. After all, both sides h

ad a deep grudge against each other.  

ALL  

“Right, Sir York. What about the Bharata Business  

Council? Should we take them down too?”  

“Let‘s do this one step at a time.  

Harvey showed a calm look.  

“We‘ll deal with the Bharata Business Council once we cut off their support.”  

A cold gaze could be felt in Harvey‘s eyes.  

Eli Burton, Reina Lee, and the others had to pay for such heinous crimes.  

***  

Nine o‘clock at night, at the Flutwell Hotel.  

Rachel Hardy drove Harvey to the entrance of the hotel.  



Kayden, sitting beside Harvey, respectfully said, “Sir York, the Bharata Gang are focused on t

heir underground gambling business.  

“With the 

Bharata Business Council‘s help, their business is practically smooth sailing at this point...  

“The other gangs know it‘ll be good for us to earn money doing business like this...  

“But without the background of the Bharata Business Council, nobody would dare compete 

against them in case it tarnishes the reputation of the gangs.  

“That‘s why the Bharata Gang‘s been flourishing despite their business.  

“Speaking of, Flutwell‘s also been doing well economically because of the underground gam

bling businesses.”  

“At the end of the day, it‘s just some illegal gambling business. What does it have 

to do with Flutwell anyway?”. questioned Harvey.  

“There‘s something you don‘t know, Sir York. The 

leader of the Bharata Gang, Aaron Garcia, is said to be the b* stard of the family of Kshatriya

s.  

“He‘s a b*stard, but his status has already been set because of India‘s caste system. No matt

er how useless he is, he can still use his name to bring in many  

customers from India.  

“Those customers come here to have their fun, naturally  

boosting the economy here.  

“Besides, Aaron isn‘t an ordinary person either.  

“He‘s not just some rich playboy. Other than mastering 

the art of Yoga, he‘s pretty skilled in gambling since he was taken under the wing of the Isla

nd Nation‘s Gambling Saint, not to mention that he‘s into gambling in the first place!  



“It‘s said that he gambled his very life against many young 

masters before and won every single one of them!” 1 

 


